FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Innovative Bath Offerings from LIXIL Americas Honored
with Red Dot Award for Product Design
Superior Styling and Advanced Technologies of Eight Bath Faucets and Fixtures
Recognized by Highly Esteemed International Design Jury
PISCATAWAY, N.J. (April 10, 2018) – American Standard, DXV and GROHE, part of LIXIL,
maker of pioneering water and housing products, announced that the brands have won a total of
eight prestigious 2018 Red Dot Product Design Awards, the international distinction for
excellence in design innovation. Participants from 59 countries submitted more than 6,300 items
for the Red Dot Award: Product Design 2018. The international Red Dot jury selects only choice
products that differentiate themselves through their aesthetic quality, durability, functionality and
emotional connection to the end user.

The award-winning products from the three brands include:

American Standard
•

The Beale MeasureFill pull-down kitchen faucet that
delivers an adjustable set volume of water on
demand ― ranging from a half cup to up to five
cups ― to streamline tasks in the kitchen.

•

The fashion-forward Studio S monoblock bathroom
sink faucet featuring a unique, nested handle
design that eliminates the traditional gap when in
the open position for a clean look.

•

The high-arc Studio S widespread bath sink faucet
― highlighting a contemporary, geometric
silhouette ― offered in two handle options: refined
lever handles or a modern knob design.
- more -
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The winner of a 2018 Red Dot Product
Design Award, the Beale MeasureFill
pull-down kitchen faucet from American
Standard is one of the first on the market
to deliver an adjustable set volume of
water on demand.
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•

The NextGen Selectronic commercial faucet, which harnesses industry-first SmarTherm
technology that incorporates an ASSE 1070-certified thermostatic hot water temperature
limiter directly into the faucet spout, eliminates the costs of specifying, installing, and
maintaining separate mixing valves.

DXV
•

Showcasing soft angular lines, the DXV
Modulus high-arc widespread lavatory faucet
provides a personalized look through
contrasting brass rings that offer distinctive,
two-tone styling.

•

The coordinating DXV Modulus 36-inch
lavatory, floating vanity and vanity tray
highlight modern design and functional
geometry in the bathroom. The elegantly

Designed to offer a personalized two-tone look
with contrasting brass rings, the DXV Modulus
high-arc widespread lavatory faucet won a
2018 Red Dot Product Design Award for its
distinctive styling.

simple form of the lavatory incorporates a sink
bowl, a “dry” ledge and a semi-wet, transition zone to gather toiletries and personal
accessories for convenient access. The coordinating solid surface accessory tray
integrates perfectly onto the adjoining transition zone. This rectangular tray can easily be
moved and stored in the matching vanity. Designed to offer flexible storage solutions,
the wall-mount vanity can also serve as a freestanding model with sleek metal legs.

GROHE
•

The innovative GrohTherm SmartControl
shower trim delivers expert water temperature
and flow rate control through intuitive push-andturn buttons with the option of having up to three
shower outlets running through a single, lowprofile wall plate.
The GrohTherm SmartControl thermostatic
trim from GROHE won a 2018 Red Dot
Product Design Award for its intuitive, pushturn functionality and sleek, low profile design,
available in both round and square styles.

- more -
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•

The Euphoria 260 shower head combines the luxury of a rain showerhead with the
customizable benefits of a multi-function shower, providing a powerful, energizing spray
and a choice of three spray patterns.

“Earning a total of eight awards from the distinguished Red Dot program speaks volumes about
the talent and motivation of our unrivaled product design team,” said Steven Delarge, chief
executive officer of LIXIL Americas. “Each of our brand designers continuously strives to
develop new products and advanced technologies that will improve everyday life and bring
design to the home in exciting new ways. We are all extremely proud of this designation of
excellence.”

The 40 international design experts on the independent judging panel assessed each entry
strictly and fairly, live and on site, according to criteria such as degree of innovation, formal
quality, functionality and ecological compatibility. Professor Dr. Peter Zec, founder and CEO of
the Red Dot Award, stated, ““I want to congratulate the award winners sincerely on their
wonderful success in the Red Dot Award: Product Design 2018. Success in the competition is
proof of the good design quality of the products and once again shows that companies are on
the right path.”

With approximately 2,000 exhibits from 45 nations, the Red Dot Design Museum Essen displays
the complete range of current product design. In the former boiler house of the UNESCO World
Heritage Site Zollverein coal mine, it presents products that have won the Red Dot on five floors
and approximately 4,000 square meters. Every year, the world’s largest exhibition of
contemporary design informs around 150,000 visitors about current trends and top
achievements.

To learn more, visit americanstandard.com, DXV.com, GROHE.us, or red-dot.org.
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ABOUT AMERICAN STANDARD
American Standard makes life healthier, safer and more beautiful at home, at work and in our
communities. For more than 140 years, the brand has innovated and created products that improve daily
living in and around the bathroom and kitchen for residential and commercial customers. It has been
recognized with more than 35 product innovation and design awards in the past five years. American
Standard is part of LIXIL, a global leader in housing and building materials products and services. Learn
more at americanstandard.com, or follow us at facebook.com/AmericanStandardPlumbing,
twitter.com/AmStandard, youtube.com/AmericanStandard01, Pinterest.com/amstandard,
Instagram.com/american_standard.
ABOUT DXV
DXV is a portfolio of luxury bath and kitchen products that reimagines the most influential design
movements during the past 150 years: Classic (1890-1920), Golden Era (1920-1950), Modern (19501990), and Contemporary (1990-Present). The brand has been recognized with more than 15 product
innovation and design awards in the past four years. DXV is part of LIXIL, a global leader in housing and
building materials products and services. The DXV Showroom at Flatiron is open to explore the full
breadth of deluxe products and collections. Learn more at www.dxv.com, or follow us at
facebook.com/dxv, twitter.com/DXV, youtube.com/DXVLuxury, pinterest.com/dxv,
instagram.com/dxvluxury.
ABOUT GROHE
GROHE is the world’s leading provider of sanitary fittings and a global brand, dedicated to providing
innovative water products. For many decades, GROHE has been committed to the brand values of
technology, quality, design and sustainability that all illustrate GROHE’s commitment to creating
exceptional experiences and to delivering “Pure Freude an Wasser” (Pure Enjoyment of Water). With its
engineering, innovation and design activities firmly anchored in Germany, GROHE products bear the
badge of quality “Made in Germany”, ultimately strengthening the customers’ confidence in the brand.
The success of GROHE has been recognized with around 300 design and innovation awards in the past
10 years alone. GROHE is part of LIXIL, a global leader in housing and building materials products and
services. GROHE America has an office located in the heart of the Flatiron district that houses the
GROHELIVE! Center, an interactive showroom created for inspiration and collaboration.
Learn more at www.grohe.us, or follow us at facebook.com/GROHEUS, twitter.com/GROHE_US,
youtube.com/user/GROHEAmerica, instagram.com/GROHE_us/.

About LIXIL
LIXIL makes pioneering water and housing products that solve everyday, real-life challenges, making
better homes a reality for everyone, everywhere. Drawing on our Japanese heritage, we create worldleading technology and innovate to make high quality products that transform homes. But the LIXIL
difference is how we do this; through meaningful design, an entrepreneurial spirit, a dedication to
improving accessibility for all, and responsible business growth. Our approach comes to life through
industry leading brands, including INAX, GROHE, American Standard, and TOSTEM, as well as specialty
brands such as DXV. Over 70,000 colleagues operating in more than 150 countries are proud to make
products that touch the lives of more than a billion people every day.
Learn more at www.lixil.com, facebook.com/lixilgroup and www.linkedin.com/company/lixil-group.
Beale®, Selectronic®, Studio®, SmarTherm® and DXV Modulus® are registered trademarks of AS America,
Inc.
MeasureFill™ and NextGen™ are trademarks of AS America, Inc.
GrohTherm®, GROHE SmartControl® and Euphoria® are registered trademarks of GROHE AG.
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